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The finite classical polar spaces are the non-singular quadrics and Hermitian varieties of
finite projective spaces, and the finite symplectic spaces. A t-spread of a polar space Q is
a set S of t-dimensional subspaces contained in Q such that every point of Q belongs to
exactly one element of S. A t-cover is a set C of t-dimensional subspaces contained in Q
such that every point of Q belongs to at least one element of C. A t-cover C is minimal
if for each element x ∈ C, there is a point P ∈ Q such that x is the unique element of
C containing P . A partial t-spread is a set P of t-dimensional subspaces contained in Q
such that every point of Q is contained in at most one element of P . A partial t-spread P
is maximal if for every y, an arbitrary t-dimensional subspace of Q, there exists at least
one point P ∈ y which is contained in an element of P .
The standard problem in this field is to obtain bounds on the size of a minimal t-cover
and a maximal partial t-spread. One can try to find upper bounds, respectively lower
bounds, on the size of maximal partial t-spreads, respectively the size of minimal t-covers.
If no t-spread exists, this implies that no partial t-spreads, respectively minimal t-covers,
exist beyond, respectively below, this bound.
Using techniques from [1] and [2], we present general results about minimal t-covers
and maximal partial t-spreads of polar spaces.
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